Oligonucleotide microarray design for detection and serotyping of human respiratory adenoviruses by using a virtual amplicon retrieval software.
The rapid development of new molecular biology methods has improved infectious disease diagnosis, which is increasingly important to clinical management and public health. A wide variety of new methods which are more specific, sensitive and robust, such as combination of PCR and microarray technology, has gradually replaced the conventional assays usually used in routine diagnosis. Both methods have the advantage of speed and sensitivity but tend to be expensive and technically demanding. Therefore, it is necessary to develop more simple assays that could be available for all diagnostic laboratories. To this aim, a simple microarray assay for detection and typing of adenoviruses causing acute respiratory disease in humans was developed. The absence of effective therapeutic or alternative prophylactic treatment for this infection makes essential its rapid diagnosis to implement fast control measures. Moreover, the family Adenoviridae includes numerous serotype groups and constitutes an ideal model system to develop diagnostic methods for other human pathogens. For their precise identification, an amplicon retrieval software that simplifies and accelerates the processing of all sequences necessary to perform this type of experiments has also been developed. This new technology was applied for the simultaneous detection and serotyping of acute respiratory disease-causing adenoviruses in laboratory and clinical samples with efficiency and accuracy.